Minutes October 23rd 2013

Meeting opens with a presentation by Joel Gallagher on White Mask

Clare: Next on the agenda is a budget presentation by Penelope and the ACC

Joelle: Today we will represent the roots and shoots budget

Sonia: as you know this is a social, environmental and justice club. These are the details of the budget request (shows powerpoint)

Linda Martz: Thanks for letting me be here, Roots and Shoots has been an organization which

Phil: What is the bird food for?

Linda: we have a service and obligation for the animal community in the environment. As part of the Jane Gooddall institute. We have a range of birds that come.

Chloe: Do you have someone committed to take care of plants over break?

Linda: Yes, we have been pretty good. We have identified a few plants that need extra care and we have identified plants that tolerate difficult conditions to sustain. About the food, we buy a bulk of food and use it till it runs out.

Max: Can you explain the inscription fee?

Linda: Its not an enquired inscription but something they invest in groups because they need to find a way to get funding for their service work. The membership fee for the Jane Gooddall institute is 50 but last year the money wasn’t spent hence that’s why we choose to spend 100 euros.

Joe: I would like to move to a vote

VOTE PASSES

Sonia: Now we have another request from our sports committee, they want to push a budget for our indoor soccer team: Futsal. They want to improve their skills as a team so they are requesting an hour per week with the coach. They are requesting an extra hour from the clubs budget as it cant be taken out of the sports budget (as explained in an email which has already been sent)

Penelope: questions?

Max: I would like to move to vote for this budget

VOTE PASSES

Sonia: Next is a budget for a screening of the National Geographic film the Killing of the Kennedy’s. (Presents budget on screen)

VOTE PASSES

Sonia: Now we will present the Mona Bismarck event, which will be on the 13th of Novemeber (Presents budget)

Phil: Why do we need to buy Salt and Pepper
Joelle: The kitchen that we use isn’t well facilitated so we need these supplies for this

Random girl: Last years event was very successful and we shouldn’t squabble over 5 euros for such a great event

Clare: All those in favor of this budget request?

VOTE PASSES

Penelope: The next budget request is from Jean Rodriguez for a middle east and orientatal guest speakers. (presents budget)

MOVES TO VOTE, VOTE PASSES

Clare: As Anissa isn’t here today, we will now have an SGA update from Sven

Sven: Hi everyone, here is a presentation of the latest poll “New Democracy”. We have a much smaller sample size, we aimed for 80 to 100 people but we only have 40 results. (presents the results).

Sven: Two more updates, the recycling program is almost up and running, we are close to launching the project we are just waiting for some promotional posters. Another thing is the national geographic film screening organized by the AUP film society

Clare: any questions or comments? If not we will close this meeting

MEETING AJOURED